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6. Setting and Character

Long-range views are interrupted only by
hedgerows and trees which line the boundaries of
many of the fields, both within and beyond the
Conservation Area boundary. Views within the
confines of the Conservation Area are similarly
across rolling agricultural land.

SETTING AND CHARACTER
The setting of the Conservation Area, i.e land
beyond its defined boundary is characterised by
agricultural land, which is managed across a gently
rolling landscape. Apart from a number of remote
farmsteads, the nearest villages are situated some
distance away at Doveridge to the south-west,
Sudbury to the south-east and Marston
Montgomery to the north. As previously
mentioned, the village occupies a natural bowl
within this agricultural landscape. As such, views
beyond the ‘heart’ of the village, particularly to the
north, east and south, allow an open aspect which is
uninterrupted by development and is generally
panoramic and long-ranging. In the majority of
cases these views look over and beyond the
confinement of the village, which remains partially
hidden in the landscape.
The views below are taken from the boundary of
the Conservation Area looking into, and across its
extent. Where views are not enclosed by steep
embankments, hedgerows and trees, the natural
topography of the area allows for open aspects, with
little development, apart from outlying farms and
their associated agricultural buildings.

Trees and hedgerows line the fields and lanes

Above and Below :
Agricultural buildings within the landscape
View west across the village from the north-east

View from the south looking north-west
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To the west of the Conservation Area, agricultural
land rolls gently down to the flatter water meadows
associated with the narrow meanders of the
Brocksford Brook. Sheep are found in abundance
grazing these lush, rich pastures. Overhanging trees
and vegetation delineate the brook.

Views are contained along Willow Bank
The lanes which enter / exit the village are
characterised by steep embankments, hedgerows
and trees and it is only where field gates interrupt
the continuity of these dense boundaries that views
out across the surrounding agricultural land are
possible.

Brocksford Brook

The water meadows at Brocksford Brook
Views out beyond hedgerows

In direct contrast to the open aspect of the
surrounding area, the principal lanes which access
the village, channel and contain the views.

In general the majority of lanes descend into the
village, but all converge at its inner core, which is
characterised by a wide ‘triangular’ space. It is here
that the built development of the village becomes
most apparent.

Narrow lanes access the village

Open space at the heart of the village where the lanes converge
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Within this wider space, the telephone kiosk and
post box, add a splash of colour within their rural
setting. Features such as these, help to preserve a
sense of local distinctiveness within the community,
particularly as many of the buildings in the village
are hidden, or partially screened from view.

Virtually all the properties in the Conservation Area
are residential (or used for holiday lets), apart from
the Church, the village hall, large agricultural
buildings and further afield, the Methodist Church
at the junction of Willow Bank /Bowling Green
Lane. Properties are also generally detached, two
storey and set within generous plot sizes.
Development within the village follows the
alignment of the lanes and there is no ‘back-land’
development. Although properties converge at the
heart of the village, their individual spaciousness,
separation and screening with hedges and trees,
creates a quiet and calm ambience throughout, and
which is particularly evident around the Church.
There are no defined pavements, no road markings,
no kerbs (apart from close to the telephone box),
no street lamps and the narrow nature of the lanes
restricts roadside parking, factors which are all
wholly characteristic of a rural environment.
Fingerposts indicate public rights of way and apart
from the ‘designed’ gates and gate piers which form
entrances to the higher status historic properties (see
page 19), the gates which access agricultural land, are
of simple design in timber or metal. The rural
character of the village is encapsulated in simple
vernacular details and a noticeable lack of urban
intrusion.

K6 Telephone kiosk – a distinctive local feature
Generally, properties are set back from the lanes,
usually within relatively large front gardens, which
include mature trees, hedges, and roadside verges
which visually ‘soften’ the boundary with the
highway. It is relatively uncommon for ‘solid’
structures to create the highway boundary, although
there are exceptions to this, which are apparent
close to The Hall, where brick walls form a
definitive ‘edge’ within the street-scene.

Above - agricultural timber gates and fencing and wide metal
field gate below

Hedges, grass verges and trees form property boundaries.

Solid boundaries to the lanes are uncommon
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Whilst the homogeneity of the village is
characterised by the use of materials that are
complimentary to each other, in the form of warm
red brick, reddish blue clay tile, sepia thatch and
timber, to some degree a significant extent of this
built development is hidden from view, either due
to the natural topography of the area or, particularly
in the summer months, by vegetation.

The Church and The Hall and other visually
prominent buildings in the village also exhibit and
introduce characteristics of interest into the streetscene. The Church is of stone construction which is
uncharacteristic in the locality; The Hall and
Montgomery House introduce defined architectural
decoration and strong contrasting colours; the Old
Cottage is of interest in its timber frame
construction and for its use of thatch, the village
hall has an unusual roof detail and there are a
circular windows on a number of properties
throughout the settlement (see section on Architectural
& Historic Quality).

Therefore, in terms of buildings, which are
particularly prominent within the wider landscape,
these are few, apart from outlying farms and
cottages to the south of Grove Lane. Within the
village itself, the Church of St. Peter and The Hall
are the most prominent ‘landmark’ buildings. The
Hall is again well recessed from Church Lane and
set to the rear of imposing boundary walls, gate
piers and gates. Nevertheless the building reveals its
principal elevation, providing an impressive and
picturesque view from the lane (see page 8)

There are also a number of ‘glimpsed’ views of
buildings and spaces in the village, through entrance
gateways, between buildings and along the lower
sections of the lanes.

Glimpsed view of The Hall from Grove Lane
The prominent west tower of the Church of St. Peter

Overall, the character of the Conservation Area is
epitomised by a verdant pastoral landscape, the
extent of vegetation, trees and surrounding
countryside visually ‘softening’ the limited extent of
built development.

The Church and most notably the west tower are
prominent in views from the western side of the
Conservation Area (from Church Lane and the
public footpath). From the latter, the tower presents
a definitive focal point set within an attractive
backdrop of mature trees that line the southern and
western boundary to The Hall.

The tower and associated tree bank line, the latter which
forms a screen to border Somersal Hall
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